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IK-AH
air preheater sootblower
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The purpose of the Diamond Power IK-AH air preheater sootblower is to clean the heat transfer surface in
regenerative air heaters with the medium of steam or air.
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IK-AH's lance tube, the inline nozzle's quantity, size and position are specially designed depending on the different
air preheater and installation demands.
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Travel speed of the nozzled element is selected relative to the air preheater basket rotational speed and in
conjunction to the basket area. This ensures complete coverage by steam flow and then provides efficiency of all
portions of the basket assembly.
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When power is supplied, the blowing medium is turned on, the rack and pinion drive propels the non-rotating
cleaning element over the entire basket surface. Travel speed is adjustable from 51 to 203mm per minute to
accommodate the speed of the basket rotation.
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IK-AH is a Diamond Power IK series mechanically operated, or optional cylinder operated, poppet valve. Cleaning
flow is regulated by an internal micrometer-like adjustment to provide optimum blowing pressure. An optional
thermal drain system can be suppied. On compressed air blowing medium systems, the blowing control will be
provided with pressure sensing devices to interrupt blower operation, if required, to allow system pressure to be
restored. The normal one-way blowing cycle can be changed to a two-way blowing cycle in severe cleaning
situations.
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Multiple Blowing Medium Capability permits the use of steam or compressed air to match your
requirements.
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Air Blowing Lock Out, on compressed air systems, actuates at any point during cycle preventing further
operation until sufficient nozzle pressure is available.
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Optional one-way or two-way blowing cycles allows operators to achieve effective cleaning and
conserve blowing medium.
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May be mounted horizontally to match orientation of vertical shaft air preheaters. It can also be
mounted on either the hot side, cold side, or both.
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Alloy Cleaning Element. The multi-nozzled cleaning element is constructed with material selected to
meet the corrosive conditions of the particular application.
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May be operated locally or from a sootblower control system.
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A totally enclosed gearbox provides clean and safe operation. Easily accessible speed gears allow for the
optimization of the IK-AH's travel speed in relation to the air preheater's rotational speed. The gearing also
allows a slight overlap of coverage per air preheater revolution to ensure complete cleaning.
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Drive carriage with integrally mounted motor eliminates external chains and drive shafts. All moving parts are
sealed and protected from dirt and fly ash.
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Provides support for the forward end of the sootblower
assembly, sturdy enough to carry the total weight on vertically
mounted blowers.
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Flow is regulated by an internal micrometer-like adjustment, eliminating
throttling between the seat and disc. The flexible seat and self-aligning
disc prevent leakage from thermal distortion.
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Mounting Arrangement
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Rigidly mounted to air preheater casing by the wallbox assembly at the front,
the rear is supported and hung on the above platform.
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Element Travel
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Travel coverage up to 1830mm
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Travel Speed
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51-204mm/min, depending on air preheater rotor speed.
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Material of Lance and Element

1 Chrome-Moly steel material is standard, 304 stainless steel available for
1_

㚻
Feed Tube

⤜㿃1Cr18Ni9Ti
Polished 304 stainless steel.
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Motor Data

0.18KW, 380V, 3Ph, 50Hz, 1400RPM.
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Class B insulation, IP-54 enclosure (other voltages and frequencies available).
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Poppet Valve
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Feed Tube
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Carriage
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Motor

special applications.
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Element inside
the boiler
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Control Box
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Wallbox

㔐㶃㣚
Lance Tube
outside the boiler
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Poppet Valve

A.
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Direct mechanical action valve.
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B.

Rugged stem, hardened valve stem guide, and generous
packing surface for mini mum maintenance.
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C.

An internal adjustable pressure disc allows very close
regulation at low flow rates.

D.

D. Ⰹ㸜㼛⡄䐅㪉䐤䁚㑇⽄Ⰹᷜ
Lock pin to hold pressure setting.
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E.
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The valve seat is welded in and sur face- hardened with
stellite, between the seat and SB body to ensure a 100%
leak-free valve.

F.
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Floating valve disc assures tight seat ing every time.

F.

CNAS C001-Q
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